Reverse Email API
Our global Reverse Email API provides email verification and data
append in real-time. Get an email owners name, address, household
data, and advanced email attributable including is valid and
auto-generated. Find all the locations, persons, or business
associated with an email address.

Features

Business Benefits

Powerful identification

Enrich customer records

Provides the full registered names behind the
email address.

Automatically enhance customer demographics
and contact info in your CRM.

Address information

Append offline data

Shows the current address corroborated from 30+
years of address history and details on residence
type, deliverability, and more.

Prioritize queues by ROI potential and deliver
personalized messaging

Demographics

Allows for easy, flexible, and reliable integrations
into your systems via our RESTful API

Simple Access

Includes gender, age-range, and more of
registered phone owner and address residents.

Scalable

Advanced email attributes

includes autogenated, disposable, valid or invalid,
and more

Associated people and relatives

Gives list of related people and/or household
members.

Can support the volume and concurrency you
need

Global Coverage

Reliable data with unparalleled coverage and
accuracy from trusted sources across the globe

Low Latency

Cloud based infrastructure delivers robust data in
as little as 250 ms.

Whitepages Pro is international
We have data for every country in the world.
For more information, visit pro.whitepages.com or give us a call at 1-877-767-8052

Reverse Email API Data Sheet

Reverse Email API Attributes
Registered Name
Match the user’s reported name to email’s registered name

Valid or invalid
Indicates whether the email address is real

Autogenerated
Indicates if the email is set by a system to respond automatically

Is Disposable
Determines whether an email address is on a disposable email service

Physical Address
Indicates the physical address of the person associated with the email address

Age Range
Returns the registered owner's age range

Associated People
Provides a list of people associated to the email address

Phone Number
List of phone numbers associated

For more information, visit pro.whitepages.com or give us a call at 1-877-767-8052

